


Burberry is a famous clothing brand.  Name 4 
others?                                                         
1.
2.
3.
4.

Brain into gear activity: Lesson 15

Can you sketch one of the logos? 
A



Learning Focus: To analyse different types of man made fibres –
NYLON + POLYESTER

Learning Outcomes

1-2 Understand what man-made 
fibres are (MMF)

3-5 Look at examples of different 
uniforms and understand the 
properties of them

6-7

Recall historic points

8-9 Link the knowledge your topic and 
understand more fully the choice 
of fabric 

Task 1) Learn about Nylon and Polyester – fill in 
the missing words.

Task 2) Watch a video about the history of 
Nylon- complete a list of points.

Task 3) Polyester worksheet.

TASK 4)

Extension task:
Word search



Which parts of your uniform are 
made from polyester?



Name the uniform What properties do the 
uniforms have to have? 

Do you 
know any 

other types 
of uniform 

and the 
properties 
they need 
to have?



Fireproof,reflective Bullet proof, 
camouflage Stain, abrasion proof

sleek, stretchy, 
dry quickly

Bacteria proof, 
stain proof, cool

Cool, stretchy, 
sleek

Name the uniform What properties do the 
uniforms have to have? 

Do you 
know any 

other types 
of uniform 

and the 
properties 
they need 
to have?



Nylon fabric is an incredibly versatile synthetic 
_________that can be used in everything from 
swim wear to seat belts to evening wear. Nylon 
does not absorb ________ – this is great for some 
uses, such as in ____________ and coats. but also 
means that nylon fabric and movement combine 
to create static __________. Nylon has some of 
the same characteristics of ________but is much 
___________.

NYLON KEYWORDS
CHEAPER,      SILK,      UMBRELLAS,        

ELECTRICITY,           WATER,            FABRIC



Nylon fabric is an incredibly versatile synthetic 
_________that can be used in everything from 
swim wear to seat belts to evening wear. Nylon 
does not absorb ________ – this is great for some 
uses, such as in ____________ and coats. but also 
means that nylon fabric and movement combine 
to create static __________. Nylon has some of 
the same characteristics of ________but is much 
___________.

NYLON KEYWORDS
CHEAPER,      SILK,      UMBRELLAS,        

ELECTRICITY,           WATER,            FABRIC

fabric

water

umbrellas

electricity

silk

cheaper



Write down facts about 
how nylon is made and 

how its used.

https://youtu.be/B_rbX17TZfs

https://youtu.be/B_rbX17TZfs


What does consumption mean?
How much something is used!



1.  Which country consumes the most polyester? China

2,.  Which country consumes the least polyester? South 
Korea

3.  Who is the 2nd most consumer pf polyester? Indian

4. Estimate the percentage of china’s consumption of 
polyester?62.5%

5. Give a reason why the country with the highest 
percentage consumes the most polyester? They 
make the majority of textiles in the world



Taneasle

Rycilca

Cosiev

Ceateta

Ayrno

Olnny

Yesretolp

Why are fibres 
that are made 

from oil bad for 
the environment?

elastane

acrylic

viscose

acetate

rayon

nylon

polyester

.



taneasle,      rycilca,      cosiev,      ceateta,   ayrno, 

olnny,   yesretolp

Could explain why fibres that are made from oil are bad for the environment

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Plenary 

What have you learnt in todays 
lesson?

What has challenged you the 
most?
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